
2020 CEJA ACTION VOTER GUIDE:
Fighting to Protect our Climate Future

Your vote in 2020 will shape our future.
Since 2016, communities across California and the nation have mobilized to protect our values. People have 
taken to the streets to defend the lives of black queer and trans folks, families, mothers, women, sons and 
men; courageous migrants who honor their survival and their families’ futures over borders; and for a world 
that upholds generations of indigenous stewardship and futures to restore our water, air and land for a 
climate to sustain many future generations. 

2020 is a year for us to continue our political action by amplifying our voices. On March 3rd, Californians 
have the opportunity to shape the national political landscape by voting for environmental and social justice 
champions and key ballot measures. In April, we need to make sure everyone in our community is counted 
in the U.S. Census to ensure California continues to get resources to help our most vulnerable communities.  
On November 3rd, voters will cast their vote to define our collective future and pave the way for more 
progressive, equitable leadership in our state and country.
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PROP 13: California School and College Facilities Bond 
A YES vote on Proposition 13 authorizes $15 billion in bonds for earthquake retrofits and 
to remove mold, asbestos, and lead in schools and colleges for the health and safety of 
California’s students.
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ON MARCH 3RD, VOTE TO ELECT PROACTIVE 
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE CHAMPIONS:


